Most Holy God
Words and Music by Chase Wagner and Paz Aguayo

Verse
Ab
Most Holy God
            Db    Ab
You are all I seek
            Db    Ab    Eb
For your grace is full and enough for me
Ab
You can lead my heart
            Db    Ab
To what you have for me
            Db    Ab    Eb
To a boundless joy for eternity

Pre chorus
Fm   Db   Ab   Eb
Singing only he is worthy
Fm   Db   Ab   Eb
Singing only he is worthy

Chorus:
Db
Let the fire of your love
Ab
Consume my heart
Db
We’re reaching out for more
Fm
Of who you are
Db        Ab
Holy is the name, The Earth will praise
Eb
Forever

Bridge
Fm   Db   Ab   Eb
I am fully surrendered to you
Fm   Db   Ab   Eb
On my knees I am waiting for you
Fm   Db   Ab   Eb   Bb
You are God and so worthy of praises forever
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Db   Eb   (out of bridge)Db
Forever and ever